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. 50. 50. 50. 50. 50. 50. 50. 50. 50. 50. 50. 50. 50. 50. 50. 50. 50 Product Description Über Darksiders 2: Deathinitive Edition DARKSIDERS 2: Deathinitive Edition is the definitive edition of Darksiders 2, including all DLC on one disc, featuring game of the year edition upgrades and support for all current generation consoles and the PC. The release dates of the console versions of Darksiders 2:
Deathinitive Edition are November 27, 2013 on Playstation 3, Xbox 360, and PC. Darksiders 2: Deathinitive Edition features: A revolutionary new combat system that provides every weapon the player can imagine – as well as dozens of more – including new weapons which can be created after each stage of the game A new, high-resolution level that shows off the gorgeous water and weather effects of

Deathinitive Edition with full support for Widescreen and 1080p. A new story that follows the twisted and tragic destiny of War, one of the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse and humanity’s final hope against the forces of Hell Improved graphics and updated gameplay that showcase Deathinitive Edition’s stunning environs. The world will consume your enemies with an unrivaled level of detail, and allow
War to tear down the barriers between dimensions in exhilarating new ways. Hardened and customizable armor, new weapons, and brutal new foes A complete overhaul of the massively popular Quick-Time Event combat system, allowing players to create their own weapons using items from the new Demon Hunter class. The Bloodlust mode, a brutal new endgame experience that challenges players to

survive a series of waves as they face enemies, traps, and the freedom to choose how they fight Additional content including multiplayer co-op and duel-mode missions, a new Deathbringer weapon that allows players to wield Death’s Scythe and Chain Scythe, all-new achievements, and more. Darksiders is a game born of the concept of a hero born in a hell that drifts into this world, and, without hope, vows
to vanquish the evil. The world of Darksiders 2 is a wildly different place. Dead heroes lie at the bottom of the underworld called the Abyss, a bottomless pit filled with blood and the souls of sinners. War, once a man of
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